A Canvas plugin that dramatically improves the grading process for educational institutions across the HE and PAVE sectors.

“Intuitive and user friendly, the results moderation tool provides users with the ability to move through the final resulting process with clarity and ease – bridging Canvas grade centre with existing systems seamlessly.”
— Valentina La Pina, Manager DMICT Screen and Media

WHAT CAN IT DO?
- Automatically calculate moderated result based on numerical mark
- Log changes through the moderation process
- Data sorting capabilities
- Ability to record comments
- Import and export functionality
- Automatically highlight records on grade thresholds
- Provide the ability for convenors to see Gradebook details per student
- “Copy and Clear all” functionality
- “Review and submit” functionality

WHAT’S COMING NEXT?
- Results Moderation Personalisation Portal – Administration console /screen to enable personalisation and infrastructure connectivity
- Software As A Service (SaaS) structure
- Ability to produce a Grade Distribution Report – graphical representation of results spread
- Caters for operational / product teams independent of current organisation structures
- Multiple grading schemas available
- Fully secure with authentication using Canvas logon credentials via OAuth for UI, with tokens being used for API
- Standard out of the box Canvas API calls made to retrieve data
- Results / Records LTI integration into Student Management systems aligning to an institutions ecosystem (additional integration may be required)

83% error capture, resulting in approximately 700 days annual saving for administration staff
Streamlined resulting process providing efficiency and ease of use
Validation rules ensure high data quality and help get it right first time
Highlights students on grade thresholds that need moderation review

“So simple yet so smart, job done”
— Brenton Hall, Senior Lecturer, Department of Physics and Astronomy